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Passion and revenge collide when a woman must return
to the place that nearly ruined her life.
Twelve years ago, Alyssa Rossi fled Louisiana under a cloud of scandal and
criminal accusations. But her self-imposed exile in Italy comes to an abrupt end
when she has to return to New Orleans for the sale of her jewelry company to an
international conglomerate. There, she comes face-to-face with Clay Duvall, the
duplicitous lover who betrayed her. TriTech CEO Jake Williams has no inkling
that the employee behind his company’s acquisition of Rossi Designs is a man
obsessed with its owner. Now a murder shockingly close to home raises the stakes
as a fiendishly orchestrated plot could cast suspicion on Alyssa again—or make
her a killer’s final victim.
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"Sawyer has created a wonderful cast...and a plot so
rich in Byzantine twists and turns, readers won't be able

Joyce Bean is an accomplished audiobook narrator and director. In
addition to being an Earphones Award winner, she has been nominated
multiple times for a prestigious Audie Award.

to put this winner down."— Booklist
"Meryl Sawyer has become a brand name known for
taut, sexy and very intriguing romantic suspense."—
Romantic Times
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